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Book Three of the Sinclair Brothers TrilogyHe is forced to marry...Daniel Sinclair is charged by

Robert the Bruce to secure the King's ancestral holding in the Lowlands--and marry the daughter of

the castle's keeper to secure a shaky alliance. But the lass's spirit matches her fiery hair, and Daniel

quickly realizes that the King's "reward" is more than he bargained for.She won't submit without a

fight...To protect her secret--and illegal--love of falconry, Rona Kennedy must keep her new

husband at arm's length, no matter how much his commanding presence and sinfully handsome

face make her knees tremble. But when an all-out war with Raef Warren, the Sinclair clan's greatest

enemy, finally erupts, will their growing love be destroyed forever?
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This story is about Daniel Sinclair, the youngest of the Sinclair brothers. He is ordered by 'The

Bruce' to the lowlands of Scotland, near the English border. He meets his bride, Rona Kennedy and

the sparks begin to fly. He knows all about warfare, what it could take away and could cause. He is

a Highland warrior and continuing to fight to free Scotland from English rule. He has secrets as does

his bride. The art of falconry is played out in an interesting manner. This story is the 3rd and last one

in this series. I have enjoyed them all. Emma Prince has a flair for these types of stories, very



interesting and held my interest to the end.

Ms. Prince is an amazing storyteller! IMpart of a series, but can be read as a stand alone. I would

strongly suggest reading the others in this series, but it is not a necessity in order to enjoy this story.

loved Daniel and Rona's story. They are two strong-willed, stubborn, passionate characters, who

are bound together by King, country and love.Filled with tension, passion, betrayal,suspense,

danger and a well blended romance. A very exciting, intriguing take of Medieval Scotland, the

turmoil within and struggles of the Scottish people. And, a Falcon, and of Rona's passion and love

for this forbidden bird and the friends who taught her the taming of a Falcon, at great risk to

themselves.A compelling, passionate, tale of the Clan Sinclair, the bravery of both their men -at

-arms, their clan, and the women who love them. A must read for fans of Scottish Historical

Romance. Who doesn't love a man in a kilt and the strong-willed, feisty women who love them.

Highly recommended for fans of Medieval Romance, Highlanders, Scotland, suspense, Scottish

Lowlanders and Historical Romance. Awesome read!*Received for an honest review from the

author*Rating: 4.5Heat rating: HotReviewed by: AprilR, courtesy of My Book Addiction and More

I read reviews prior to purchasing and also when I am finished with a book to see what other

reviewer's felt. The negative comments surprise me. Yes, the story does have the falcon's used for

hunting. In this story, they were providing food for the peasants who raised them. It is a fact of life

that this was the practice for centuries. Was it wrong, of course, but the author put this in her story,

because it was a practice. Granted not for the poor, which I didn't know before reading the author's

comments at the end.This has more excitement, suspense and battles than the other's. It made for

an exciting and unique story. I enjoyed how this author brought all the main character's from the

previous books and included them in the last part of the book.We get an HEA, series ended nicely,

passionate lovemaking, great character development, and a spite fire of a heroine. Was some of her

personality not fitting for the time, maybe, but I enjoyed her.One reviewer said our h, by her actions,

something awful happens (no spoiler), but her husband gave her permission and she wanted to

share something with her sister in law. Her motives were good, just the outcome was bad.Most of

the reviews are positive, and I do recommend this series. (ljb)

I love Scottish history and the Highlander. What was neat was the way that it was fairly historical

except that the kilt wasn't to become "Scottish" for hundreds of years later. No matter. Didn't hurt the

book. Loved the interplay between the families, the strategy of war, the part a basically untalented



maiden played, the falconry theme, and the wonderful families of brothers and their wives. I guess

hard for us to realize now that if you lost a battle (lost your castle) you probably had your family

massacred. Good period piece, good love story, good family reading,

Well done. Developed characters; typically, a feisty red-headed young woman is thrown together

with handsome and powerful younger Sinclair brother, Daniel, who has been ordered by Robert the

Bruce to wed her and help unite and protect the Scottish Lowlands. But hot-headed Rona has a

secret, and giving it away might mean her death, or the death of very dear friends. Fun to watch

how the two finally come together, realizing that they have very strong feelings for each other.

I really loved the Sinclair Brothers' trilogy, and the novella. Ever since the first story: Highlander's

Ransom I was hooked. Although I knew the villain had to have his comeuppance at some point, it

was a true delight to read each individual story about each of these strapping young warriors and

their smart, determined, and equally challenging women. Also, I loved the oh so steamy sex

scenes!The whole of the trilogy was immersed in a troubled period of Scottish history that gives

these stories and additional boost. By the vivid description of the surroundings while traveling to

either destinations, it's easy to see yourself tagging along these enthralling characters, eager to find

out what's next. I thoroughly recommend these stories as a must read if you want to be deliciously

entertained. I am eager to read something more out of the pen of Ms. Prince.
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